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Why Mountains?Why Mountains?
““Mountains are an important source of Mountains are an important source of 

water, energy, and biological water, energy, and biological 
diversity.  Furthermore, they are a diversity.  Furthermore, they are a 
source of such key resources as source of such key resources as 
minerals, forest products and minerals, forest products and 
agricultural products and of agricultural products and of 
recreation.  As a major ecosystem recreation.  As a major ecosystem 
representing the complex and representing the complex and 
interrelated ecology of our planet, interrelated ecology of our planet, 
mountain environments are mountain environments are 
essential to the survival of the essential to the survival of the 
global ecosystem.global ecosystem.””
---- Agenda 21, Chapter 13, Managing Agenda 21, Chapter 13, Managing 
Fragile Ecosystems:  Sustainable Mountain Fragile Ecosystems:  Sustainable Mountain 
DevelopmentDevelopment

……..and they..and they’’re pretty !!re pretty !!





Mountains of the World

Source: Mountain Watch (UNEP-WCMC 2002)

Categories of mountain terrain

Mountain Watch
The first global assessment of mountain ecosystems



CHAPTER 13CHAPTER 13
MANAGING FRAGILE ECOSYSTEMS: SUSTAINABLE MANAGING FRAGILE ECOSYSTEMS: SUSTAINABLE 

MOUNTAIN DEVELOPMENTMOUNTAIN DEVELOPMENT

http://www.un.org/esa/sustdev/documents/agenda2http://www.un.org/esa/sustdev/documents/agenda2
1/english/agenda21chapter13.htm1/english/agenda21chapter13.htm

Generating and strengthening knowledge about the Generating and strengthening knowledge about the 
ecology and sustainable development of mountain ecology and sustainable development of mountain 
ecosystems; ecosystems; 

Promoting integrated watershed development and Promoting integrated watershed development and 
alternative livelihoodalternative livelihood opportunities. opportunities. 



Commission on Sustainable Commission on Sustainable 
DevelopmentDevelopment

1997 review (5 yrs):major progress in 1997 review (5 yrs):major progress in 
awareness and organizations:awareness and organizations:
Mountain islandsMountain islands
Institutions (meaning?)Institutions (meaning?)
CSD Johannesburg (10 yrs) Any CSD Johannesburg (10 yrs) Any 
change over last 5 years?change over last 5 years?



KEO KEO 



Global Mountain PartnershipGlobal Mountain Partnership

UNEP is the global Environmental Reference Centre UNEP is the global Environmental Reference Centre 
(ERC) of the MPS and it (ERC) of the MPS and it helps ensure adequate helps ensure adequate 
attention to environmental concerns in the MPS attention to environmental concerns in the MPS 
strategic planning and activities,strategic planning and activities,

The ERCThe ERC’’s role will revolve around facilitating access by s role will revolve around facilitating access by 
initiatives to UNEPinitiatives to UNEP’’s expertise in the issues, constituting s expertise in the issues, constituting 
UNEPUNEP’’s priorities for the new programming periods priorities for the new programming period
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Deforestation

Glacier Lake Outburst

WATER !

Glacier Retreat
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“Mountains as Early Indicators of 
Climate Change”



mountains.unep.chmountains.unep.ch



Thank you !
UNEP ROE - Vienna 
www.carpathianconvention.org

www.carpathianproject.eu

Visit our new website
http://mountains.unep.ch


